Qualifying Child or Relative Resource Tool
(Determining tax benefits for Form 1040)

The following charts can be used to determine who is your qualifying child and who is your qualifying relative
for the following income tax purposes:
Head of household filing status
Earned income credit
Qualifying widow(er) filing status
Education credits
Child tax credit
Child and dependent care credit and exclusion
Credit for other dependents
Medical expense deduction

Always start with Chart 1, Box 1. If Chart 1 does not apply, you will soon be sent to Chart 2.
If you follow the arrows, you will eventually get to a shaded box that has no arrows leading away from it.
At that point, STOP. This box tells you ALL the tax benefits that you can claim based on that person.
You must meet other requirements as well. These charts will tell you if the child or person is a qualifying person for a particular tax benefit. In addition to having a qualifying person, you also must meet
other requirements before you can claim any given benefit. The other requirements (not covered by
the charts) are summarized starting on pages 5 and 6.
When either chart says “taxpayer”, “TP” or “you,” it is referring to you, the taxpayer. When it uses the
words “child, person, him, her, his, or hers,” it is referring to the child or other person who might qualify
the taxpayer for tax benefits.
If the taxpayer can file married filing jointly, ignore the references to head of household and qualifying
widow(er) filing status.
The small red numbers within each box are simply to identify the box for discussion purposes.

Chart 1: QUALIFYING CHILD
Start here. Was the child a U.S. citizen, national or resident alien or a resident of Mexico or
Canada during the tax year?

1

Yes

No
Was this person someone you are adopting and who lived
Was the child married?
3
No
with you all year as a member of your household? [Answer
Yes
No
2
“no” if you are not a U.S. citizen or national.]
Did he meet the five tests
Yes
to be a qualifying child
Was the child your son, daughter, stepchild, eligible foster child,
(age, relationship, abode,
brother, sister, half-brother, half–sister, stepbrother, stepsister, or
support, and MFJ)?
5
4
a descendant of any of them?

No

Yes

Was the child under age 24
Was the child
This person is
under age 19 No at the end of the year and a
No not your
full-time student during
at the end of
qualifying child.
some part of each of any
the year? 6
See Chart 2
five months of the year? 7
(on page 4) to
Yes
determine if he
Yes
No
or she is your
Was the child younger
Was the child
No
No
qualifying
than you?
permanently and
10
relative.
8
totally disabled? 11

X

Yes

Yes

Except for temporary absences, did the child live with you for more
than half the year? (See exceptions for birth, death or kidnapping.) 13 No

Yes

No

This person is not your
qualifying child nor your
qualifying relative for
any tax purpose.
9
This person is your qualifying
child for head of household if you
provided more than 1/2 the costs
of maintaining the home and are
not married or are married to a
nonresident alien.
12

Go to Page 3 Block B 14

Yes
Go to Page 2 Box 16

15

See other requirements on pages 5 and 6.
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Chart 1: QUALIFYING CHILD (Cont.)
Was the child the qualifying child for any other taxpayer? [i.e. Except for temporary absences, did the child
live with any other close relative (for example, parent, grandparent, aunt, uncle, older sibling, etc.) more
than 1/2 the year?]
16
Yes
No
Did the person who would win the tiebreaker give you the right to claim the
Would you win
18
the tiebreaker?17 No child as a qualifying child? [This is different than release of exemption.]

No

Yes

Yes

Are you the noncustodial parDid you give
to Page 3 Are you the parent, stepYes Go
ent? Answer “no” if parents
someone else in
Block B 21 parent or foster parent? 22
live together with the child. 20
the household the
No
Yes
right to claim the
No
child as a qualify- Yes
No Was your AGI greater than the AGI of any
Go
to
Block
A
below.
one else who could claim the child?
23
ing child?
19
24

No

Yes

Is the child filing a MFJ tax return? [Answer “no” if they are filing only to get a refund of withholding or
estimated tax paid]

No

Can YOU the TP (or your spouse if filing MFJ) be claimed Yes
as a dependent on any other taxpayer’s return?
26

Go to Page 3
Block C 27

25

Yes

Go to Page 3
Block D 28

No
Were the parents divorced, legally separated or lived apart all the last half of the year?

No

Yes

Was the child in
Did one or both
Are they
custody of one
parents (or their
filing sep- Yes or both parents Yes new spouses) pro- Yes
arate remore than half
vide more than 1/2
turns? 30
the year?
of his support? 32
31

No

No

No
Yes

No
This person is your qualifying child and dependent
for:
Child tax credit (if child is
Head of household1
under age 17 (18 for
OR
2
2021) and has a valid
Qualifying Widow(er)
SSN) OR credit for other
(for either, if you paid
dependents (if age 17 (18
more than 1/2 the cost
of keeping up a home). for 2021) or over or has
no valid SSN). For either,
Earned income credit
(if both TP(s) and child must be a U.S. national,
citizen or resident.
have valid SSN’s, and
TP is not the qualifying Child and dependent care
credit (if child under age
child of another
13 at time of care or
taxpayer)
incapable of self-care)
Medical expense
Education credits
deduction
35

Does the noncustodial parent have the
right to claim the child’s exemption per
Form 8332 or pre-2009 divorce decree? See Pub 17 if decree is pre1985. [Answer “no” if you are the noncustodial parent.]
33

34

Did child provide more than 1/2 his own support?

29

This person is
your qualifying
child, not a dependent, for:
Earned
Income Credit
(if child is not
married, both
child and TP
(s) have valid
SSN’s, and TP
is not the qualifying child of
another
taxpayer)
36

No

Yes

This person is your qualifying
child, not a dependent, for:
Head-of-household (if you paid
more than 1/2 the cost of
keeping up the home and are
not married1)
Earned Income Credit (if both
child and TP(s) have valid
SSN’s, and TP is not qualifying child of another taxpayer)
Child and dependent care
credit (if child is under age 13
at time of care or incapable of
self-care)
Medical expense deduction (if
you are the parent)
37

BLOCK A:

Generally, this person is not your qualifying child or qualifying relative for any tax purpose.
You can claim EIC without a qualifying child if you are not the dependent of any other taxpayer and meet EIC rules.
If you are the parent, and the tests for a child of divorced or separated parents are met, you can claim medical
38
expenses for this child.

See other requirements on pages 5 and 6.
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BLOCK B: TP and child didn’t live together more than half the year

Chart 1: QUALIFYING CHILD (Cont.)
BLOCK B:

Were you the noncustodial parent?

38

Yes

No

Were the parents divorced or legally separated, had a written separation agree- No
ment, or did not live together during the last 1/2 of the year?
40

Yes

Did the child receive at least half his or her support from parents (or their new spouses)?

Yes

Was the child in the custody of one or both parents more than half the year?

42

41

No

No

Yes

Does your divorce decree or separation agreement uncon- No
ditionally allow you to claim the child for tax purposes? 43

Yes

Was the decree or agreement executed after 2008?

No

Before
Yes
1985? 46

No

45

Yes

Did you provide at least $600 for the No
child’s support during the year? 47

Yes

Do you have a written
declaration (Form 8332
or similar document)
signed by the custodial
parent releasing the
exemption for this child?
No
44

Yes

Is the child filing a married filing joint tax return? [Answer “no” if they are filing only for a
49
refund of withholding or estimated tax paid.]

Yes

No

Can YOU, the TP (or your spouse if married filing
jointly), be claimed as a dependent on any other tax- No
payer’s return?]
50

Yes

BLOCK C: TP a Dependent

This person is your qualifying child, not a dependent, for:
Medical expense deduction
52

BLOCK C:

No
Did the child provide more
than 1/2 his own support? 53
Yes

This person is your qualifying child, not a
dependent, for:
Earned income credit (if the child is not
married, both TP and child have valid
SSN’s, and TP is not the qualifying child
of another taxpayer)
55

This person is
not your
qualifying child.
See Chart 2
(on Page 4) to
determine if he
or she is your
qualifying
36
relative.
39

This person is
your qualifying
child, not a
dependent, for:
Medical
expense deduction
48

This person is a qualifying child and dependent
for:
Child tax credit (if child is under age 17 (18 for
2021) and has a valid SSN) OR credit for other
dependents (if age 17 (18 for 2021) or over or
has no valid SSN). For both, must be a U.S. national, citizen or resident.
Education credits (if not filing MFS)
51
Medical expense deduction

This person is your qualifying child, not a dependent, for:
Head of household1 (if you are not married) or qualifying widow
(er)2 (for either, if you paid more than 1/2 the cost of keeping
up the home). See footnotes.
Child and dependent care credit (if child is incapable of selfcare)
Earned income credit (if the child is not married, both TP and
child have valid SSN’s and TP is not the qualifying child of another taxpayer)
Medical expense deduction (unless the noncustodial parent is
claiming child as a dependent and you are not a parent)
54

BLOCK D: Child
Filing MFJ

BLOCK D: Did the child provide more than No This person is your qualifying child, not a dependent, for:
1/2 his own support?
Child and dependent care credit (if child is incapable of self56
care)
Yes
Medical expense deduction (unless the noncustodial parent is
claiming the child as a dependent and you are not a parent)
This person is not your qualifying child nor
Qualifying widow(er) (if you paid more than 1/2 the cost of
qualifying relative for any tax purpose.
58
maintaining the home)2
57

Footnotes:
1: If you were married you can claim head of household only if your spouse is treated as a nonresident alien for tax
purposes OR 1) the person is your child, stepchild or eligible foster child, and 2) you lived apart from your spouse
the entire last half of the year.
2: You can claim qualifying widow(er) if the person is your child or stepchild who lived with you all year except for temporary absences.
Footnotes continue on Page 5.

See other requirements on pages 5 and 6.
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Chart 2: QUALIFYING RELATIVE
Yes
From Chart 1: Was the person your qualifying child or the qualifying
1
child of any other taxpayer?
No
Did this person
Was this person your
Child, stepchild, eligible foster child or a descendant of
live with you all
any of them?
year as a member
No of your household No
Your brother, sister, half sibling, or a son or daughter of
any of them?
except for
Your stepbrother, stepsister, stepfather or stepmother?
temporary
Your father, mother, or an ancestor or sibling of either of
absences (and
them?
your relationship
Your son-in-law, daughter-in-law, father-in-law, mother-indid not violate
law, brother-in-law or sister-in-law?
local laws)?
3
4
Yes
Did you provide over half of his or her support?3

This
person is
not your
qualifying
relative
for any
tax
purpose.
2

Yes
5

Did you provide over half of his or her support?

6
No
No
Yes
Did you provide more than 10% of his or her support and have a multiple support
agreement signed by (or with written consent of) everyone who:
1. Could have claimed this person as a dependent except for the support test,
2. Provided more than 10% of the support, and
7
3. Jointly provided more than 1/2 of the support?
Yes
No
This
person
is
not
Did the person have gross income
Did the person have gross income
your qualifying
(excluding exempt income such as
(excluding tax exempt income such as
relative for any tax
social security) less than the threshsocial security) less than the threshold
purpose.
old amount?
amount?
8
9
10
Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

This person is
No Was the person totally and
your qualifying
permanently disabled? 13
person, not a deYes
pendent, for:
Ignoring
sheltered
workQualifying
No
2
shop
income,
was
his
or
widow(er) if you
her
gross
income
less
than
provided more
the
threshold
amount?
15
than 1/2 the cost
Yes
of keeping up
the home
Yes Can YOU (or your spouse if MFJ) be
Child and
claimed as a dependent on any other
dependent care
taxpayer’s return? See definitions. 17
credit (must
No
No
have lived with
Did the person file married filing joint? Yes
Did the person file married filing joint?
you more than
Yes
[Answer “no” if filing only for a refund
[Answer “no” if filing only for a refund
1/2 the year and
of withholding or estimated tax paid.]
of withholding or estimated tax paid.] 19
incapable of
18
self-care)
No
No
Medical
Go
to
Page
5 Box 24 21
Go to Page 5 Box 22 20
expense
deduction
12
Was the person totally and No
permanently disabled? 11
Yes
Ignoring sheltered workNo
shop income, was his or her
gross income less than the
threshold amount?
14
Yes
Can YOU (or your spouse if MFJ) be Yes
claimed as a dependent on any other
taxpayer’s return? See definitions. 16

See other requirements on pages 5 and 6.
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Chart 2: QUALIFYING RELATIVE (Cont.)
Page 4 Box 20

Page 4 Box 21

Was this person
Except for temporary absences, did this person
No
your parent? 23 No This person is your qualifying relative
live with you more than half the year?
22
and dependent for:
Yes
Yes
Credit for other dependents (must
be a U.S. national, citizen or resiThis person is your qualifying relative and dependent for:
dent)
4
Head of Household or Qualifying Wid- Medical expense deduction
Child & dependent care credit
ow(er)2 (for either, if you paid more
Child & dependent care credit
(must have lived with you more
than 1/2 the cost of keeping up the
(must have lived with you more
than 1/2 the year and be mentally
home). See footnotes.
than 1/2 the year and be menor physically incapable of self-care)
Credit for other dependents (must be a tally or physically incapable of
Education credits (if not filing MFS)
U.S. national, citizen or resident)
self-care)
Medical expense deduction
Education credits
25
24
Footnotes (continued from Page 3):
3: If you are the noncustodial parent, over half the support can be provided by one or both parents.
4: If you were married you can claim head of household only if your spouse is treated as a nonresident
alien for tax purposes OR 1) the person is your child, stepchild or eligible foster child, and 2) you lived
apart from your spouse the entire last half of the year.

Other Requirements Not Covered by Charts
Disallowance of Certain Credits
You must have made a reasonable effort to get the
If Earned Income Credit, Child Tax Credit, Refundaprovider’s name, address and tax identification
ble Child Tax Credit, Additional Child Tax Credit,
number (SSN or EIN).
Credit for Other Dependents, or American Opportunity Tax Credit was disallowed by IRS (for either 2 Earned Income Tax Credit
Eff. 1-1-2021: Married filing separately is allowed
years or 10 years), Form 8862 must be filed as reonly if you do not file a joint return, you reside with
quested by IRS in order to claim the credit in a fuyour qualifying child for more than one-half of the
ture year.
year, and either
Child and Dependent Care Credit
°
Did not have the same principal place of abode
Qualifying person can be your spouse who was induring the last 6 months of the year as your
capable of self-care. No need to use charts.
spouse, or
If married, must file MFJ unless you lived apart from
°
Have
a decree, instrument, or agreement (other
your spouse all the last half of the year and paid
than
a
decree of divorce) with respect to your
more than half the cost to maintain a home for both
spouse
and are not a member of the same houseyou and the child or incapable-of-self-care person.
hold by the end of the taxable year.
Taxpayer(s) must have earned income. Special
If married to NRA spouse must file MFJ.
rules apply if a) MFJ and either spouse is a full-time
You must have earned income (other than penal
student or incapable of self-care or b) MFJ return
income).
filed by surviving spouse.
You cannot have investment income over a certain
You must make the payments so you can work or
amount.
look for work.
Taxpayer must be U.S. citizen or resident alien all
Purpose of payments must be for person’s well
year.
being and protection – not education (below
You must live with the child in U.S. at least half the
kindergarten ok, day camp ok, household services
year.
ok if partly for well-being or protection).
You cannot claim the foreign earned income excluPayments cannot be made to your spouse, to the
sion.
child’s other parent (with some exceptions for an
incapable-of-self-care person), to your dependent,
– Continued on page 6 –
or to your child who is under age 19.

Other requirements continue on Page 6.
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Other Requirements Not Covered by Charts (Continued from Page 5)
Education Credits
You cannot file MFS.
Payments must be to a qualifying institution.
Payments must be for qualifying expenses.
Payments made from certain tax-free funds cannot
be included.
Neither taxpayer can be treated as a non-resident
alien for tax purposes.
American Opportunity Credit: 1st 4 years of postsecondary education as determined by the school,
max 4 tax years, at least ½-time study, toward
certificate or degree, no felony drug convictions as
of year end.
Only one credit per student. Sometimes unused expenses can be used elsewhere.

Medical Expense Deduction
You must have paid, or deemed to have paid, the
expenses and not used them elsewhere on the return as a deduction or tax credit.
You can also claim expenses paid this year for
someone who was your qualifying person when the
expenses were incurred.
Qualifying Widow(er) with Child
Your spouse must have died during previous two
years. See Publication 3, Armed Forces, if he or she
was in a missing status.
You were eligible to file MFJ with the deceased in
the year of death.
You have not remarried.

Helpful Definitions
Custodial parent and noncustodial parent: The custodial parent is the parent with whom the child lived
for the greater number of nights during the year. The other parent is the noncustodial parent.
Eligible foster child means an individual who is placed with the taxpayer by an authorized placement
agency or by judgment, decree, or other order of any court of competent jurisdiction.
Full-time student: A full-time student is a student who is enrolled for the number of hours or courses the
school specifies as "full-time." It includes an individual pursuing a full-time course of institutional on-farm training under the supervision of an accredited agent of an educational organization. To be considered a student
for dependency purposes, the individual must have been a full-time student for any part of at least five months
during the tax year.
Gross income: Gross income means all income you received in the form of money, goods, property,
and services that is not exempt from tax, including any income from sources outside the United States or from
the sale of your main home (even if you can exclude part or all of it). Include only the taxable portion of social
security benefits. Gross income includes gains, but not losses, reported on Schedule D. Gross income from a
business or farm is calculated in Part I of each form. But, in figuring gross income, do not reduce your income
by any losses.
Incapable of self-care: Physically or mentally not able to care for oneself. Persons who cannot dress,
clean, or feed themselves because of physical or mental problems are considered not able to care for themselves. Also, persons who must have constant attention to prevent them from injuring themselves or others are
considered not able to care for themselves.
Keeping up a home for head of household: Taxpayer must pay more than half the cost for the relevant
period of time, which can be less than a year (prorate costs as needed; partial month counts as a full month).
Period begins when taxpayer and a qualifying child reside in the same household and the spouse does not.
Permanently and totally disabled: A person is permanently and totally disabled if both of the following
apply:
1. He or she cannot engage in any substantial gainful activity because of a physical or mental condition.
2. A doctor determines the condition has lasted or can be expected to last continuously for at least 12 months
or can lead to death.
Continued on Page 7
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Helpful Definitions (Cont.)
Relationships not terminated by divorce or death: mother/father-in-law, sister/brother-in-law, daughter/
son-in-law, stepchild, stepsister/brother, stepmother/father.
Resident alien: You are a resident alien if you are a permanent resident (“green card”) or meet the substantial presence test. For more information about the substantial presence test, see Pub 4012 Tab L.
School defined: A school can be an elementary school; junior or senior high school; college; university; or technical, trade, or other vocational school. However, an on-the-job training course, correspondence
school, or school offering courses only through the Internet does not count as a school for the full-timestudent dependency requirement.
Taxpayer (“any other Taxpayer”): Someone who has a filing requirement or files other than to claim a refund
of taxes withheld or estimated.
Temporary absence: Absence due to special circumstances such as illness, education, business,
vacation, military service, institutionalized care for a child who is permanently and totally disabled, or incarceration. It must be reasonable to assume the absent person will return to the home after the temporary absence. You must continue to keep up the home during the absence.
Tie-breaker Rules:
1. If only one of the persons is the child's parent, the child is treated as the qualifying child of the parent. But
see also Rule 5.
2. If the parents file a joint return together and can claim the child as a qualifying child, the child is treated as
the qualifying child of the parents.
3. If the parents do not file a joint return together but both parents claim the child as a qualifying child, the
IRS will treat the child as the qualifying child of the parent with whom the child lived for the longer period
of time during the year. If the child lived with each parent for the same amount of time, the IRS will treat
the child as the qualifying child of the parent who had the higher adjusted gross income (AGI) for the year.
4. If no parent can claim the child as a qualifying child, the child is treated as the qualifying child of the person who had the highest AGI for the year.
5. If a parent can claim the child as a qualifying child but no parent does so claim the child, the child is treated as the qualifying child of the person who had the highest AGI for the year, but only if that person's AGI
is higher than the highest AGI of any of the child's parents who can claim the child. If the child's parents
file a joint return with each other, this rule can be applied by dividing the parents' combined AGI equally
between the parents.
Subject to these tiebreaker rules, you and the other person may be able to choose which of you claims the
child as a qualifying child.
Threshold Amount: For the purpose of defining a qualifying relative, the threshold amount for the
year is on the tax year’s Intake Sheet (Form 13614-C) and in Pub 4012, Tab C.
U.S. national: A U.S. national is an individual who, although not a U.S. citizen, owes his or her allegiance to the United States. U.S. nationals include American Samoans and Northern Mariana Islanders who
chose to become U.S. nationals instead of U.S. citizens.

This document has been prepared for general information purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon as tax or
other advice. The charts and related specifications may assist Tax-Aide Volunteers in determining who is a qualifying
child or qualifying relative for certain tax benefits as listed. The charts should not be relied upon solely, and the user is
advised to confirm the results to their own satisfaction. Not all terms are defined or explained in these pages. Tax-Aide
volunteers should refer to appropriate reference materials for complete details. Printed by AARP Foundation Tax-Aide
based in part on charts created by Deb Fisher, Tax-Aide Training Specialist, Idaho. For use by AARP Foundation TaxAide Volunteers Only. All other use prohibited unless permission granted. Call 800-424-2277 for more information.
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Determination of Filing Status – Decision Tree
Start Here
Were you married on the last day of the year?1, 5

NO
Did your spouse die during the year?

3

1

YES

4

YES

MARRIED
FILING
JOINTLY OR
MARRIED
FILING
7
SEPARATELY

NO
Do all the following apply?
Your spouse died in one of two years prior to the tax year and you did
not remarry before the end of the tax year.
In the year of death, you were entitled to file a joint return with your
spouse.
You paid more than 1/2 the cost of keeping up your home for the required period of time.2
Your child or stepchild who was your dependent or could have been
your dependent9 lived in your home all year. (A foster child or grandchild does not meet this test.)3
5

2
NO

NO
YES

QUALIFYING
WIDOW(ER)

NO
Do both of the following apply?
NO
You paid more than half the cost of keeping up your home
for the required period of time.2
You have a qualifying person for head of household as defined in the accompanying charts.3
8

YES

Did you and your spouse
live apart all of the last six
months of the year?6

SINGLE

6

9

HEAD OF HOUSE8
HOLD
10

YES

Do all of the following
apply?
You file a separate return from your spouse.
You paid more than ½
the cost of keeping up
your home for the required period of time.2
Your home is the main
home for your child,
stepchild or foster child
for more than ½ the
year.3 A grandchild does
not meet this test.
You claim the child as a
dependent.4

7

YES

Note: If one spouse dies and the other remarries in the same year, the deceased spouse files MFS.
Footnotes:
1. Answer “NO” to this question if, on the last day of the year, you were legally separated from your spouse under a
divorce or separate maintenance decree. Answer “YES” to this question if you are an individual in a same-sex marriage, legally married in a jurisdiction that recognizes the marriage, regardless of where you now live. Also, answer
“YES” if you are married regardless of where your spouse lives.
2. Include in the cost of upkeep expenses such as rent, mortgage interest, real estate taxes, insurance (or fair market
rental value) on the home, repairs, utilities and food eaten in the home. See “Cost of Keeping Up a Home” worksheet in Pub 4012.
Payments received under Temporary Assistance for Needy Families or other public assistance programs used to
pay the costs of keeping up the home can be counted as money you paid. These payments must be included in
the total cost of keeping up the home to figure if you paid over 1/2 the cost.
Amounts paid out of funds received in the child’s or qualifying person’s name (such as Social Security benefits)
are considered to be paid by the child, not by you.
3. See Publication 501, Filing Status, for rules applying to birth, death, or kidnapped child during the year.
4. Unless the child’s other parent claims him or her under rules for children of divorced or separated parents or parents who lived apart.
5. You are considered unmarried for head of household purposes if your spouse was a nonresident alien at any time
during the year and you do not choose to treat your nonresident spouse as a resident alien. However, your spouse
is not a qualifying person for head of household purposes. You must have another qualifying person and meet the
other tests to be eligible to file as a head of household. If not, your filing status is married filing separately.
6. Your spouse is considered to live in your home even if he or she is temporarily absent due to illness, education,
business, vacation or military service.
7. If the taxpayer wants to file MFS, emphasize the advantages to Married Filing Jointly and the possibility of filing
Form 8379, Injured Spouse Claim & Allocation (if appropriate). See Pub 17, Filing Status, MFS Special Rules for
list of disadvantages. Respect a taxpayer’s decision to file MFS. If domiciled in a community property state see Pub
555, Community Property.
8. There can be multiple heads of household within a single living quarters if no one from either household would win
the tiebreaker for anyone in the other household.
9. Child who would have been a dependent except you are a dependent, or child files MFJ or has income over the
threshold amount.
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